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            Abstract
We introduce and validate a new precision oncology framework for the systematic prioritization of drugs targeting mechanistic tumor dependencies in individual patients. Compounds are prioritized on the basis of their ability to invert the concerted activity of master regulator proteins that mechanistically regulate tumor cell state, as assessed from systematic drug perturbation assays. We validated the approach on a cohort of 212 gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors (GEP-NETs), a rare malignancy originating in the pancreas and gastrointestinal tract. The analysis identified several master regulator proteins, including key regulators of neuroendocrine lineage progenitor state and immunoevasion, whose role as critical tumor dependencies was experimentally confirmed. Transcriptome analysis of GEP-NET-derived cells, perturbed with a library of 107 compounds, identified the HDAC class I inhibitor entinostat as a potent inhibitor of master regulator activity for 42% of metastatic GEP-NET patients, abrogating tumor growth in vivo. This approach may thus complement current efforts in precision oncology.
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                    Fig. 1: GEP-NET molecular subtypes and master regulators for metastatic progression.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Conservation of metastasis master regulators in NET cell lines and a xenograft model.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Cell surface marker master regulators on H-STS cells and effect of entinostat on their expression.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Validation of GEP-NET metastasis master regulators.[image: ]


Fig. 5: Small-molecule compounds inverting the metastatic progression checkpoint activity as inferred by OncoTreat.[image: ]


Fig. 6: Schematic diagram for the OncoTreat clinical pipeline.[image: ]
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Analysis of inter-sample variation in the GEP-NET expression dataset and reliability analysis for different interactomes as models for GEP-NET.
a, Violin plot showing the probability density for the distribution of mean squared error (MSE) computed between all closest sample pairs or the GEP-NET and 33 tumor types profiled by TCGA. The median value is indicated by a horizontal line. The number of samples for each tumor type is indicated on top of the figure. b, Bar plot showing the integrated network score computed as the area over the |NES| cumulative probability (Supplementary Fig. 3b,c). NES was computed by VIPER for 212 GEP-NET samples and all the regulatory proteins represented in the 29 evaluated interactomes (indicated inside the bars; Supplementary Table 3). When the network model is not representative of tissue-specific regulation, the master regulator analysis produces very few and barely significant results10. Here our GEP-NET interactome produced the strongest enrichment for 212 GEP-NET signatures when compared to 28 additional interactomes (Supplementary Table 3), indicating that GEP-NET is the best interactome, among all 29 tested ones, as a model for GEP-NET context-specific transcriptional regulation. c,d, Probability density for the functional conservation score of each regulon, expressed as z score (null model standard deviation units), between the GEP-NET interactome and interactomes assembled based only on metastases (MET; n = 4,340), primary tumors (Primary; n = 4,711), pancreas NETs (P-NET; n = 4,621) and small intestine NETs (SI-NET; n = 4,254) samples (shown by the filled histograms). Conservation of protein activity signatures computed from two disjoint subsets of each regulon (empty histograms) are shown as a reference point for the maximum achievable scores and as an indication of regulon robustness. The regulon functional conservation score was computed as the correlation between the VIPER-inferred activity signature for each protein across all NET tumors, as inferred from the GEP-NET interactome regulon, and regulons were assembled from specific subsets of samples, as previously described10. 99%, 98.9%, 97.2% and 94.5% of the GEP-NET interactome regulons were significantly conserved (FDR < 0.05) in the MET-, primary tumors–, P-NET- and SI-NET-specific interactomes, respectively, while the distribution for the functional conservation scores closely followed that of the maximal achievable conservation.


Supplementary Figure 2 Unsupervised analysis and cluster reliability for 212 GEP-NET samples.
a, Scatterplots showing the first five principal components, capturing 33% of the variance for 212 GEP-NET expression profiles. The tissue of origin is indicated by different colors. Primary tumors are shown with circles, while METs are shown with triangles. b, Two-dimensional tSNE projection for the expression data. Different colors indicate the different tissue of origin. c, Two-dimensional tSNE projection of the VIPER-inferred protein activity for 212 GEP-NET samples. The color of the symbols indicates tissue of origin, and their shape indicates status as primary tumors (circles) or METs (triangles). The color of the clouds indicates cluster membership according to Fig. 1b. d, Integrated reliability score for different cluster structures (different number of clusters) for the consensus cluster of 212 GEP-NET expression profiles (red) or VIPER-inferred protein activity profiles (blue). e, Probability density plot for cluster reliability estimated from the expression profiles and VIPER-inferred protein activity profiles for 212 GEP-NET samples (see g). f, Integrated reliability score for the complete cluster structure computed as the area over the cumulative probability curve. g, Cluster reliability score for 212 GEP-NET expression and VIPER-inferred protein activity profiles after consensus clustering in five clusters. The horizontal black line indicates the threshold for FDR < 0.01. h,i, Cluster reliability (h) and silhouette score (i) for each sample from the four-cluster structure based on expression and the five-cluster structure based on VIPER-inferred protein activity data. j, Cluster membership for the H-STS xenograft model. Shown is enrichment of the samples from each of the five clusters on the distance to the xenograft model based on the correlation between protein activity signatures. Enrichment significance is shown as –log10 (P value) by the bar plot (one-tailed aREA test).


Supplementary Figure 3 Metastatic progression master regulators selected for validation.
a, Conservation of the top 25 most activated and top 25 most inactivated master regulators between 66 NET liver metastases. b, Optimal number of clusters based on the regulators of metastatic progression for 66 liver metastases. c, Enrichment for the targets of all significant metastasis master regulators, including transcripts that according to the regulatory model are induced by the master regulator (indicated by red vertical lines) and represented (blue vertical lines). The x axis indicates the genome-wide expression signature (GES) for the patient 0 metastasis (genes are sorted from the most downregulated to the left to the ones most upregulated to the right) and the H-STS cell line GES. Statistical significance is shown as Bonferroni’s corrected P value (two-tailed aREA test). d, Effect of each individual shRNA hairpin (indicated with different colors) on the expression level of the targeted gene as compared to the effect of non-targeting shRNA control. Three replicates were performed per hairpin, and at least two hairpins were assayed per gene. P values were estimated by one-tailed ANOVA. e,f, Effect of master regulator silencing on the viability of KRJ-1 (e) and NCI-H716 (f). Three replicates were performed per hairpin. At least two hairpins were used per gene (indicated in different colors). P values were estimated by one-tailed ANOVA.


Supplementary Figure 4 Selection of appropriate models.
a, Probability density for the GEP-NET interactome network score computed for each cell line as the area over the |NES| cumulative probability. The H-STS and KRJ-1 cell lines are in the 4.2th and 3.5th percentile, respectively, of 923 evaluated cell lines. b, Histogram for the number of METs whose master regulators were conserved in each cell line at Bonferroni’s corrected P value < 0.01 (one-tailed aREA test). The H-STS and KRJ-1 cell lines are in the 2.4th and 3.6th percentile, respectively, of 923 evaluated cell lines. c, GEP-NET interactome network score and number of master regulator–matched METs at Bonferroni’s corrected P value < 0.01 (one-tailed aREA test) for each of the 923 cell lines. d, Top ten cell lines sorted by the sum of the ranks for the GEP-NET interactome network score and the number of master regulator–matched METs. e, H-STS cell line master regulators are recapitulated by its xenograft model. The figure shows enrichment of the H-STS cell master regulators on the protein activity signature of the H-STS xenograft computed by GSEA. The normalized enrichment score and P value were estimated by two-tailed aREA analysis.


Supplementary Figure 5 Results of OncoTreat analysis.
The heat map shows enrichment of the master regulators of each tumor and the H-STS xenograft model on the protein activity signature elicited by each drug perturbation on H-STS cells. Enrichment strength is shown as –log10 (P value), estimated by one-tailed aREA analysis, and is indicated by the numbers. Metastases showing significant similarity, at the master regulator level, to the H-STS xenograft model were included in the left-most heat map (see Fig. 2a). The remaining metastases are shown in the right-most heat map. The enrichment plot to the left shows enrichment of the patient 0 master regulators recapitulated by the xenograft model, on each drug perturbation protein activity signature.


Supplementary Figure 6 Flow cytometry gating strategy.
This representative schema describes the gating for H-STS cells double stained for CD80 and CD86. To set the negative population in step 1, live H-STS cells stained with appropriate isotype controls were gated from an SSC-H versus FSC-H scatterplot (step 1, R1, left panel). A quadrant gate ‘QG1’ was applied to the ‘R1’ population to define and locate the negative staining population in the lower left quadrant (step 1, right panel). This gate was then applied to the live cell ‘R1’ gate of subsequent samples that were positively stained with CD80 and CD86 antibodies as in step 2a; for example, H-STS cells treated with DMSO as indicated here are gated in step 3a, to segregate CD80- and CD86-positive populations. Similarly, samples treated with entinostat were gated by applying the QG1 gate to the corresponding live gate R1 as in step 3b.
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